Abstract-We present the first attempt to explain slow earthquakes as cascading thermal-mechanical instabilities. To attain this goal we investigate brittle-ductile coupled thermal-mechanical simulation on vastly different time scales. The largest scale model consists of a cross section of a randomly perturbed elasto-viscoplastic continental lithosphere on the order of 100 9 100 km scale with no other initial structures. The smallest scale model investigates a km-scale subsection of the large model and has a local resolution of 40 9 40 m. The model is subject to a constant extension velocity applied on either side. We assume a free top surface and with a zero tangential stress along the other boundaries. Extension is driven by velocity boundary conditions of 1 cm/a applied on either side of the model. This is the simplest boundary condition, and makes it an ideal starting point for understanding the behavior of a natural system with multiscale brittle-ductile coupling. Localization feedback is observed as faulting in the brittle upper crust and ductile shearing in an elasto-viscoplastic lower crust. In this process brittle faulting may rupture at seismogenic rates, e.g., at 10 2 -10 3 ms -1
Introduction
The concept of slow earthquakes (JORDAN, 1991; PFLUKE, 1978; SACKS et al., 1978) has been around for nearly 30 years but there has been no serious work trying to explain the phenomenon from first principles in physics and mathematics. The recent Sumatran earthquake (STEIN and OKAL, 2005a, 2005b) followed by the 8.7 aftershock were slow earthquakes. It is the contention that many slow earthquakes may have been undetected (IDE et al., 2007) . Slow earthquake instabilities, of the order of several days, have recently been reported to drop out of numerical simulations covering millions of years of thermalmechanical deformation (REGENAUER-LIEB and YUEN, 2006) . The scaling and spectral behavior of slow earthquakes demonstrates that they can be thought of as different manifestations of regular earthquakes (IDE et al., 2007) . In this context our approach is corroborated by a 1-D model of shear heating feedback, which has indeed shown that the ductile mechanism alone is capable of generating regular intermediate-depth earthquakes in the mantle (KELEMEN and HIRTH, 2007) .
We show here a first attempt from a solid-state point of view that can explain slow earthquakes as cascading thermal-mechanical instabilities through coupling shear heating and adiabatic heating to creep-acceleration which may explain the phenomenon. The approach is based on an extension of a classical geodynamic modelling approach, alleviating the basic shortcomings of classical, static lithosphere strength profiles, which are primarily overestimating the lithospheric strength and imply a very sharp brittleductile transition. The new method is based on the important positive feedbacks produced by the dissipation function, i.e., shear heating.
In order to illustrate where we might expect the maximum effect of dissipation we discuss the classical lithosphere strength profiles as proposed originally by GOETZE and EVANS (1979) and estimate where the maximum dissipation would be expected without considering feedback. The dissipation function is defined as the double dot product of the visco-plastic stress times the associated strain rate which constitutes the shear heating. Before going into a discussion of dissipation, we first present a qualitative description of the basic differences between steady-state and time-dependent results.
In Figure 1 we compare classical and new results shortly after application of the load showing the magnitude of the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor and its associated strain rate as an example for quartz/olivine rheology composite. The grey line is time-dependent and the black line is steady-state, based on the constitutive relationship under application of a constant extension background strain-rate of 2.5 9 10 -15 s -1 . At this early stage of deformation the two strength profiles bear some similarity, particularly in the central part of the plate which does not yet differ much from the steady-state solution. The top and bottom of the plate, however, show significant departure from steady state. In the main body of the text we will focus on the later stages, where the central portion, i.e., the area around the brittle-ductile transition, also becomes weaker than the steady-state solution The differences at the early stage are caused by feedback processes which initially mainly affect the top and bottom portion of the plate. Weakening in the top 8 km is due to the pressure-sensitive yield which causes fast brittle failure. In the time-dependent solution pressure-sensitive yielding breaks the brittle crust sequentially from the top to the bottom within the first 1 k years of loading. This initial response unloads the top part followed by a drop in strain rates and stress (see Fig. 5 ). The process is rate controlled by an increase of the effective viscosity with depth over this pressure-dependent layer (see Fig. 6 ). The same unloading phenomenon applies to a depth greater than 50 km, at which the temperature-sensitive process has weakened the bottom part of the lithosphere. Note, that in the time-dependent solution weakening varies both through space and time. Instabilities within the top and bottom part are small and occur on a time scale shorter than 1 k year. A submodel (not shown) with 10 m local resolution suggests that brittle faulting mechanism is self-similar down to this scale. We
